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1. Introduction

As Goodwin's famous modell) i s built on a small set of rigorous assumptions it
provides a large field for generalizations. Although quite a lot of different
contributions have been made already, we haven't seen any attempt to account
for elements of the "welfare-state" so far.2) From a theoretical point of view
the incorporation into the model of unemployment benefit schemes seems to us
interesting: As the bargaining power of the working class in its dependence on
the degree of employment i s the distinctive and crucial feature of Goodwin's
model, we should have a closer look at the effects of unemployment benefits on
labor`s strength.
But even before we discuss possible feedbacks from unemployment assistance
schemes on wage bargaining there raise some relevant questions: Will such
schemes affect the cyclical characteristics of the model significantly or even
abolish cyclical features? What difference will it make i n which way those
payments are financed and to which degree the burden of providing the necess-
ary funds is di.idcd betwccr. laboï arld capitai? Can We a110W LOr deficits and
surplusses arising necessarily with certain assumptions about i nstitutional
rules? More questions could easíly be added, but we are cautious enough to
refrain to do so because i t would only help to widen the gap between the
number of problems posed and the number of answers we are prepared to give at
the present moment.

2. The Model Subset Relating to Unemployment Benefits

We will assume throughout the paper that all unemployed are entitled to unem-

ployment benefits at a certain uniform actual rate w. Thus there are neither
waiting periods nor maximum periods for which benefits are provided.

Moreover, as there are no wage differentials in a macro-model à la Goodwin,
there is no obvious need to allow for differential levels of payments (al-
though differentíals according to age or the number of years worked may occur

in reality).

1) See Goodwin, R.M., A Growth Cycle, in: Hunt, E.K.~Schwartz, J.G. (eds.), A
Critique of Economic Theory, Harmondsworth 1972, pp. 442-449.
2) That doesn't mean that there are no attempts to include such elements into
other kinds of models. Our approach has been stimulated by Reuten, G., Unem-
ployment Payments and the Course of the Depression, Research Memorandum No.
7913, University of Amsterdam and Roemer, J., Analytical Foundations of Marx-
ian Economic Theory, Cambridge 1981, Sectíon 9.5.
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The level of benefits (w) will be línked to the level of the net wage
~

rate (w ), that is net of (possible) contributions to the unemployment funds

to be paid from the gross wage rate (w). Thus we can formulate the following

two relations

~
(1) w- Yw 0 ~ Y t 1

~
(2) w-(1-c)w 0~ c ~ 1

While y denotes the ratio of benefits to net wages, c stands for the share

workers have to contribute from their gross wage rate.
Unemployment payments (U) are the mathematical product of the benefit

rate w and the number of unemployed A-L (A ~ total labor supply, L- number of

workers employed):

( 3) U - w(A-L) .

We now turn to the contribution side which has already been touched

upon as far as workíng class contributions (Cw) are concerned. Zf all employed

are obliged to contribute, we obtain

(4) Cw - cwL.

Capitalists' contributions (C~) could be institutionalised in at least two

different ways, i.e. proportional to contributions raised from labor,

(5) C~ - dCw 0 ~ d,

or ín proportion to profits (II), as a kind of unemployment tax,

(6) n~ t1I, 0 t t~ 1.

As unemployment contributions are the only (possible) subtractions f rom pro-
~

fits in the present paper, net profíts (II ) can be defined by

~
(7) II - II - C~.

Contríbutions to and payments out of the unemployment funds must not necessa-

rily match.
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On the contrary, we may expect the funds to run into deficits in slumps and to
deliver surplusses in booms. Unfortunately, it is not easy to allow for funds
disequilibria or, more generally speaking, for product market disequilibria in

Goodwin-type growth cycle models. Although we will indicate one way of hand-
ling disequilibria of the unemployment funds in the appendix, we will restrict
our analysis by the assumption of a persistent funds equilibrium in the re-
maínder of the paper. Thus we postulate

( 8) U- Cw f C~ .

Of course, this assumption implies that not all of our parameters of the
payments and~or the contribution side, respectively, i.e. Y, c, d and t, can
be considered as constants.

Chosing (5) to specify the way in which capitalísts pay contribut-
ions, making use of other assumptions introduced so far, and finally denoting
the degree of employment by S, i.e.

(9) B - L~A,

we obtain a relation which must hold between the various parameters in budget
equilibrium

(10) YC1-c)(1-~) - c8(1-Fd).

Most of the time, we will consider Y and d as constants while c will be re-

garded as variable. The greater or lesser amount of due payments is thus made
available by raising or lowering worker's contribution percentage. Solving for
this percentage

Y(1~)(11) c -Y(1~)~8(i~-d)'

it is easily to be shown that the contribution ratio rises with a) a rising
ratio of benefits to net wages, b) a falling relative contribution of capital-
ists and c) a fall in the degree of employment.
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Let's have a look at the consequences on workers' contribution ratio of an

adoption of assumption (6), i.e. the alternative way of collecting contribut-

ions from profits. In this case the relation between the global contributions

of both classes will not be a constant. Instead, income distribution will

matter. The counterpart to (10) becomes

(12) Y (1-c)w(1~ ) - cw~ -E t1I ~A.

Using the symbols

(13) y - Y~L

(14) n - II~Y

as well as the definition of profits,

(15) II - Y - wL,

(12) can be rewritten to read

(16) Y(1-c)(wIy)(1-B) - c(w~y)BftnB.

or, alternatively,

(17) Y(1-c)(1-R)(1-S) - c(l~r)S~-tns.

Solving again for c, we get

- Y (1--rr )(1~)-~B
(18) c -

(l~r)~B~t'(1-8)) ~

It can easily be shown, that c rises a) with a falling profit share, b) with a

falling unemployment tax rate, c) with a falling degree of employment and d)

with an increasing ratio of benefits to net wages.
Now that the basic ideas about the system of unemployment benefits

are developed, we are prepared to discuss the ways in which it can be linked

with the well-known Goodwin-model.
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3. Unemployment Benefits and Goodwin's Model: Possible Links

In Goodwin's model profits are automatically reinvested. If contributions have
to be paid out of gross profits, accumulatíon has to be confined to net pro-
fits. This is the primary way in which the unemployment contributíon system is
linked to Goodwin's employment~accumulation~distribution system.
The link is expressed by using

~
(7)II -II - C -Y-wL- C

n n

together with

. ~
(19) K- aIi 0 ~ a - const. z 1

in Goodwin's model while at the same time chosing (5) or (6) to
determine C .3)n

Á seconà ïink may be estabïished by an approprïate exi:ension oi tiie

wage-formation equation. We can conceive of the possíbflity that workers try

to shift some part of the burden of rising unemployment contríbutions to

capitalists and that they do so with some success. In this case we would have

to substitute the well-known function

(20) w--alf a2g al, a~ const. ~ 0,

employed by Goodwin, by the more general one

(21) w--al f a2g f,~(c,c) with
a~,~ac ~ o, a~,~ac ~ o

If we would neither allow for repercussions of contribution arrangements on
wage-formation nor for contributions from capital, Goodwin's model woutd be
unaffected. But there would stíll room be left for the consideratíon of "in-
ternal solídarity" schemes, i.e. arrangements on contribution and payment
levels within the working class. No possible arrangement would contradíct

3) The assumption of a constant accumulation quota out of net profits (a)
seems to be more realistic than a full accumulation of (net) profits. It
doesn't change Goodwin's solution in a significant way.
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Góodwin's model nor change its solution. It would símply add some information.

The link in these cases would be strictly one-sided, going from the employ-

ment~accumulation~distribution-model to the unemployment benefit-system only.

From the above considerations ít should be clear that a variety of cases might

be analyzed. At the same time space is limited so we have to chose. We propose

to consider the following models in turn:

a) a model in which contributions are only collected from capitalists: "Capi-

talists Pay the Bill" (CPB),
b) a model in which contributions are only payed by labor, in which we allow

some measure of feedback from contribution levels on wage formation: "Internal

Solidarity of Workers" (ISW),

c) a model in which both classes pay contributions, labor according to wages,

capital according to profits: "Capitalists Pay Unemployment Taxes" (CAPUT),

and, f inally,
d) a model in which capital contributes proportional to labor's contributions:

"Continental System" (CS).
As a matter of convenience, the modified Goodwin system is reproduced here in

compact form:

(9)

(13)

( 22)

(23)

(24)

( 15)

(~)

(19)

(21)

S - L~A

y - Y~L

A- n n- const. ~ 0

Y- aK Q- const. ~ 0

y-m m-const. ~ 0

II - Y - wL
~

II ~ II - C. ,~ n
K-aII 0 ~a

w--al t a2g f ~y (c,c)

const. c 1

Equations (22) -(24) have not been mentioned earlier in this paper.

They express Goodwin's familiar assumptions of constant rates of growth of

labor supply and labor productivity, respectively, as well as the constancy of

the capital coefficient. C~ and c are variables to be taken over from the

unemployment benefits subsystem whenever necessary.
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4. Capitalists Pay the Aill

If capítalists are the only ones who contribute to the unemployment benefits
funds, there is a) no difference between gross and net wages and b) no reason
for "augmenting" the wage formation function. Capitalist contributions wíll
match unemployment benefit payments, which means

(25) C~ - Yw(A-L), Y - const.

From (7), (15) and ( 25) we have

~
(26) II - Y - wL - Yw(A-L).

~t
Using the net profit share (n ),

(27) ~r~ - II~~Y,

as additional symbol, we can rewrite (26), making at the same time use of some
other relations, as

~
(28) n - 1-(w~Y)~1 f Y(1-B)~R~.

A reformulation of (28) in terms of growth rates offers the opportunity to use
(21) and (24), respectively. We thus obtain

(29) n~ - C1~~) ~mtal-a2g } B~Y (1-~ ) g ] .

The growth rate of the degree of employment is still unknown.
But it can be calculated from some equations of the system in very much the
same way as is done in Goodwin's original paper:

~ ~
( 30) S- aan - m- n.

Note that as a consequence of (19), the net profit share is substituted for
the gross one. From (30) and (29) we obtaín the system of two differential

~
equations in S and n to be analyzed:
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(31) B - (amr~ - m - n)g and

~

(32) ri~ -(1~~)Imi-al-a~ f
Y(Sot Y(1-~) n)~.

Obviously, the equílibrium values are

(33) SG - (m-hal)Ia2 and

(34) n~ - Cmfn)I(aQ).

Whenever the net profit share exceeds its equilibrium value, according to (32)

this will excercise a positive influence on the movement of the net profit

share. The economic reason for this lies in the fact that higher than normal

profit shares let employment rise and thereby reduce capital's contributions

to unemployment benefits. This feature which is absent in Goodwin's model is

liable to introduce some degree of instabílity.
Let's next have a look at the phase diagram of the system (31) and (32).

The partial equilibríum curve for S- 0 is to be obtained from (31) and has

tY~e simple form

~ '
(35) ~rt - n~ -~ B - 0.

From (32) we derive

(36) S- Bp ' a2~6~`((1-B)l (~~ - nG) -~ á~ - 0.

As the quotient on the right-hand side of (36) is positive and declines with a

rising g(as long as Y ís smaller than unity) we may depict this curve as

rising with a decreasing positive slope.

The arrows in figure 1, indicating movements of poínts of the various regions

in time, can be inferred from (31) and (32) as well. If, starting from points
~ ~

on the partial equilíbrium curve for n, we take greater values of n, i.e. we
~

move to the right, ~ will become positive and conversely. Figure 1 suggests

the possibility of cyclical movements of the net profit share and the degree

of employment.
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Let's complete the present analysis by a stability analysis of the equilibrium

point. The system (31) and (32), linearized around the equilibrium point,

reads

a

ri

0

~ ~ aYa
-a2C1~0) (1~0) ~0~.,~,(1~0)

aaB 0

It gives rise to the eigenvalues

(37) s1~2 - A~2 f[BC f(A~2)2~
1~2

with

~ a7Q
A a(1-Ro) Bo ~- Y C1-8o)

B - aQ6 0 and

C ~ -a2(1--rr0).

As A~ 0, the equilibrium point is unstable. Since BC ~ 0, the term in brack-
ets may be negative and thus give rise to (íncreasing) cyclical oscillations.
It can be shown that the inequality

(38) 72(ao-m-n) 2 ~ 4(mfal)
[Y-(1'"()BO)

has to be met to assure that.
Consider the following parameter values

m - 0,04

al - 0,90

a - 0,30

o - 2~3

n ~ 0,01

a2 : 1

~
They ímply equilibrium values n0 - 0,25 and g0 - 0,94, respectively.
(3F3) will change into
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0 15 2
(39) ' Y ~ 3,76.

[Y t 0,94(1-~y ) ]
2

The inequality will be satisfied over the whole admissible range of Y.

5. Internal Solidarity of Workers

If contributions to the unemployment benefits funds are paid by workers only
("internal solidarity"), there is no difference between gross and net profits.
If, moreover, no feedback is assumed between contribution payments and wage
formation, the entire original Goodwin system remains unchanged.
We can then take (11), put d equal to zero and obtain

(40) c - Y
Y~~(1~)

as the time path of the percentage of worker's contributions, the time path
of g being provided by the Goodwin solution. If inate?d of a constant ratio uf
benefits to net wages the contribution percentage was fixed, we had to solve
for a variable Y, i.e.

(41) Y -
c S

1-c 1-~ ~

In both cases the influence of changes in the degree of employment is obvious.
A very simple case wouïd be constituted by an arrangement of "com-

plete solidarity" by which we indicate an arrangement in which unemployed get
the same amount of purchasing power as the employed. For Y- 1, (40) becomes

(42) c - 1-S .

Thus the percentage to be contributed out of gross wages equals the degree of
unemployment and varies directly with it.
This simple case is convenient to illustrate the effects of possible repercus-
sions on wage formation. Consider, for instance, a linear dependency of the
growth rate of wages on the percentage of contributions

(43) w--al t a2g f a3c, a3 - const. ~ 0.
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Replacing c by (42) we obtain

(44) w - -al f a3 f ( a2-a3)S .

Provided that a3 is sufficiently small, the qualitative characterístics of the

bargaining function will not change and a Goodwin solution will exist. While

the equilibríum value of the profit share remains unchanged, the equilibrium

degree of employment will now become

m t al - a3
(45)

BO - a - a2 3

with as~~aa3 ~ o for economically meaningful parameter restrictions. This

means that the established feedback from contributions to wage formation will

not change the average income distribution but will negatively affect average

employment.
Let's now consider another simple case of repercussions, i.e. when the growth

of wages ís assumed to depend linearly on the growth rate of the percentage

contribution of workers,

(46) w--al -F a2g f a4c, a4 - const. ~ 0.

What does this equation imply?
Whenever the percentage contribution rises the wage rate will grow faster than

otherwise. But the percentage contribution rises only if the degree of employ-

ment falls. So the new term added works as a kind of buffer to the direct

effects of falling degrees of employment on wage movements. Conversely, as

employment rises, falling contribution rates will lead to smaller wage in-

creases than otherwíse.
Taking up the case of "complete solidarity", we have from (42)

(47) c - -s6~(1~).

This gives rise to the modified wage formation function

(48) w - -al ~- a2g - a4gg~(1-~ ).

The relation
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(49) S - aQn - m - n,

familiar from Goodwín's model, will hold true here too.
It can be substituted into (48). Furthermore, we can use the identity

(50) ri - (1-ir)(Y-w)

to obtain the differential equation in n we are looking for:

(51) ~rt - (1-rrr)Imfal-a26fa4(aan-m-n)g~(1-~)]

The second equation is, of course,

( 52) S - (aan ~n-n)S .

It is obvious that the equilíbrium values of this system coincide with the

Goodwin ones, i.e.

(53) n0 - aQn and

m-i-a 1
(54) ~ 0 - a .

2

The partial equilibri~ curve for 3- 0 is once again formed by a perpendicu-

lar to the equilibrium value of the profit share.
The partial equilibrium function for ri- 0 can be expressed by

a2(1--g )
( 55) n- n0 f(B-BO) aoa g .

4

Using the tangens of this curve, measured from the equilibrium point,

S~0 aQa4
~(56) ~~0 - a2 1~ ,

it is easily seen that the slope of the partial equilibrium curve is positive

and continues to rise with a rising degree of employment. Thus we arrive at
the following phase diagram (figure 2).
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Figu:e 2

3 - 0

~i - 0

~0

Referring to the diagram, cyclical processes seem to be possible.
Let's have a look on the stability properties of the system around

the equilibrium point. Linearization around the equilibrium point leads to

(57)
0 aQ6~

-a2(1-RC) (1-~rC)a4acsBCl(1~~)

S~0

~~0

a

The signs of the various elements are the same as in the Capitalists-Pay-the-

Bill model. The characteristic roots will be

(58) s1I2 ~ AIZ f[BC -~- (AI2)2]
lI2 with

A - (lrrt~)a4aQBCI(1-~C) ~ 0,

B- aQs ~~ 0 and

C - -a2(1~ C) ~ 0.

As the real part of the eígenvalues is positive, the equilibrium point is
unstable. For an oscillatory movement in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium
point
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(59) B~C f A2~4 ~ 0

has to be fulfilled. This condítion can be written in the followíng way
2 4a2(1-~ 0)2

(6G) a4 ~ ( l~r~)SUaa~

It is only met if a4 is sufficiently small. Using the same numerical example

as in the prevíous section, we obtain the equilibrium values n ~- 0,25
and go - 0,94, as well as the numerical restriction

(61) a4 ~ [7'L~705]1,2 ti 0,32

for a negative value of the discrimínant.
It is interesting to note that the present model of internal solidarity of
workers gives rise to instability of the equilibrium i n much the same way as
the Capitalists-Pay-the-Bill case. In both models the pressure on profits in
tlÍe UUVICl M~111 be redill:ed, eilllCr by a fall ill l:VntrllJÍlLlVlls oL by ïeiativèly

lower wage i ncreases. It is also i nteresting to note that the equilibrium
degree of employment and the net share of profit are the same in both cases.
This means that the question "who pays the bill finally?" cannot be answered
by lookíng only at the institutional arrangements but that one has to take the
determinants of the accumulation proces and the feedbacks on the primary
income distribution into account.
It could be worthwhile to work out the present model for the general case of
"internal solidarity", i .e. with 0 ~ Y~ 1. Furthermore, alternative approach-
es to incorporate the feedback of unemployment contributions on wage formation
could be investigated. One example would be provided by adding

(62) f(~)c,
f(~) - u(B-8)(B-B)
with u, S and S const. ~ 0

to the original wage formation equation of Goodwin. u would be a positive
constant, while S and S were lower and upper levels of S, between which the
feedback would work in the same direction as assumed above. Out of these
bounds, the direct effects of risíng (falling) degrees of employment on wage
growth rates would be enforced which should entail a stabilizing influence on
the system as a whole.
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Possibly the existence of limit cycles could be shown in such a version of the

Internal-Solidarity-of-Workers model.

6. Capitalists Pay Unemployment Taxes

The models presented in this sectíon and the following one have in common that

both, capitalists and workers, contribute to the unemployment funds. Whíle in

the following section the contributions of capitalists will be linked to those

of labor, we shall assume here that capitalists contribute a certain constant

percentage (t) of their profits, i.e.

(6) C~ - tII, 0 ~ t- const. ~ 1.

Labor's contributions are determined by

(4) Cw - cwL.

Together the contributions must equal payments as expressed by (3). This is

achieved by letting c vary according to the restriction of budget equilibrium

(8). The time path of c is then given by (18), provided we are able to obtain

a solution of the system in terms of the time paths of the profit share and

the degree of employment.

In search for such a solution let's consider the employment~accumulation~dis-

tribution system.
From (6) and (7) we have

~
(63) II - (1-t)II.

Taking (13), (15) and (27) into account, we get

(64) n ~ - (1-t)(1-w~y).

By expressing this equation in growth rates

( 65) ri ~ - (y-w) ( 1-t-~r ~)

is obtained.
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We only have to substítute (24) and the (unaugmented) wage formation equation
(20) to arrive at the first differential eq~iation

(66) ri~ - (mtal-a2s)(1-t--ir~).

The second one is the well-known

. ~
( 30) B - (aan -m-n)g .

Ohviously, the equilibrium values are the Goodwín ones (although the net share

of profit is relevant here):

(67) ~0 - (m-Fal)Ia2 and

~
( 6 8 ) ~r 0 - ( ml-n ) I (a a ) .

The partial equilíbrium curveG are G traight lines ctartinb at the equilibri;,;,~
~

intercepts of the S- and n-axes, respectively.
As the same happens to be the case i n Goodwin's model, we may expect closed
solution curves i n our present case.
Considering the equations ( 66) and ( 30), we find that time can be eliminated
by division and variables can be seperated to lead to

~

( 69 )
m-Fa 1-a ,~R dS - ac ~r -m-n ~ ~ ~

~ ~1-t-a

Integrating and taking anti-logarithms gives rise to the family of closed
solution curves in n, g-space expressed by

(70)
B(mfal)e

a2s - H(1-t~r~)~mfn-aa(1-t))e- aon~~

where H is a constant of integration to be determined by ínitíal conditions,
~

i.e. by specifying a pair of ínitial values n(0) and g(0).
Figure 3 illustrates the method to derive a graph of the solution curve which
has already been used in Goodwin's seminal article. While the left-hand side
is independent of t and reaches its maximum for g- g0, the right-hand síde
delivers a famíly of curves for different values of the shift-parameter t. For
reasonable values of t, curves for higher t will lie above those for lower t.
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Therefore, the closed curves for higher t will lie ínside those for lower t.

A numerial example has been calculated with the same parameter values as used

in section 4.
Fixing H such that for t~ 0,10 the maxímum of S will be uni[y, i.e. H a

~
0,3656781225, approximate maximum and minimum values of g and n for t- 0,10

?igure 3

l~(g)

and t- 0,11 are given by the table below.

t ~ 0,10 t - 0,11

Smax 1 0,98

Smin 0,88 0,90
~

x max 0,35 0,315
~

x min 0,13 0,18

~ ~ righc-':asd side o: (70)

L - :ett-~and s:de oc ;70)

The closed curves degenerate ínto the equilibrium point if we
~

insert g0 and n 0 on the left-hand side and the right-hand síde, respectively,
and determine t such that the equivalence between both sides is achieved.
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In our numerical example t ~ 0,11651 will do. Of course, one should be very

cautious to interpret these results in policy terros, as if one could damp
cycles by an adequate determination of capitalists' unemployment tax rate.
Higher tax rates can give rise to cycles just the same íf only "appropriate"
initial conditions are "chosen".
There is still a minor point to touch upon, i.e. the development of c during
the cyclus.
From (63), (14) and (27) we have

~
(71) n - (1-t)n .

If this relation is used to rewrite (18), we get

~ ~
(72) c - (1-t--R }Y(1-B)-~ S~

~
(1-t~r ) ~Yf(1~! )R ~

Let's take t- 0,10 and Y- 0,8 to compute c for some critícal points. The
results are gíven below:

~
c(Smax'~ 0) ~ -0,0385

c(SO' nmax) ~ -0,0120

~
c(Smin' n0) ~

}0,0637
~

c(SO' ~min) ~ }0,0325

We conclude that in times of high employment and~or high profits contributions
of workers may become negative as under the assumed institional arrangements
capitalists' contributions can exceed financial requirements in those periods.
But in our example there are also phases of the cyclus in which workers have
to contribute considerable percentages of their gross wages, that is when
employment and~or profits are low, so that requirements are high while capi-
talists contribute little.

The average level of workers' contributions can be calculated by taking the
~

equilibrium point as a basis. This delivers c(S0, n 0) N 0,012.
It is positive as it should be, although rather small. But this might be
"improved" by calculating examples with somewhat lower tax rates for capital-
ists.
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7. The Continental System

There i s a wide variety of institutional arrangements as to welfare state

functions ín different countries. Sometimes we find a distinction of two broad
different lines, i .e. the "continental" and the "Anglo-Saxon" system, respect-

ively.4~ The "Anglo-Saxon" type would be characterized by tax financed~govern-
ment managed minimum assistance schemes while in the "continental" system
contributions to funds as well as payments from it would depend on earning-

levels and the f unds would be self-managed by some committee of contributors.
The model of section 6 had some Anglo-Saxon flavor because capitalists and
workers paid some percentage of their respective incomes (although the latter

percentage was made variable to allow for the budget restriction). With a

constant percentage of workers' "taxes", government subsidies and payments
based on minimum requirements (fixed in absolute level or growing with a trend

rate) the Anglo-Saxon character would become more pronounced.
Here we are going to follow a more continental line by sticking to the assump-
tion of earnings-related unemployment benefits and by assuming that capital-
ists' contributions are linked to those of workers (cf. equatíons (4) and
(5)).
Net profits are once again given by

~
(7) II - Y - wL - n,

capitalists' contributions are a constant multiple of workers' contributions

(5) ~ - dCw,

and workers' contributions are described by

(4) Cw - cwL.

From these equations

~
(73) TI - Y - wL - dcwL

is derived which can be rewritten with regard to (13), (14) and (27) as

4) See, for ínstance, Gough, I., The Political Economy of the Welfare State,
London and Basingstoke 1979, p. 57.
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(74) n~ - 1 - (w~Y)(1~ c).

From (74) is it clear that the unemployment benefit subsystem is going to
exert a direct influence on the employment~accumulation~distribution system
since c is involved in the determination of the net profit share and its
variations.
Rewriting (74) in growth rates leads to

(75) ri~ - (l~r~)[Y-w-(1-~dc)].

In order to calculate the growth rate of (1-hSc) we have to refer to

Y(1-~)
(11) c - Y(1~){8(1-td)

derived above. Before doing so we would like to remark that making Y variable
instead of c- an aiternaLive touched ~pon ~, the bebinn~ng Of seCrlon 5-

would cause much less trouble. In that case (ltdc) would vanish and we would
be back on the well-known Goodwin alley.

But let us now proceed with the case of a variable c.
We start by noting that

(76) d(l~d c) - dd~ B .
d t dg

Next dc~dg is calculated as

(77) -~ - - Y (l~d )

~Y(1-~){8(1-hd)]2

Multiplication by ds and division by (l~dc) leads - after some further steps -
to

(78) (lfdc) - - Ybs-
~Y (1-~ ) t6 (1 fd ) ] ~Y ( 1-B ) {B ]

(78) can now be substituted into (75). But before doing so we note that

- ~
(31) B - (aan -m-n)g
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holds in the present model again, so It can replace S in (78). Taking at the

same time (20) and (24) into account, substitutíons into (75) lead us to the

second differential equation of the "continental" system:

~

(79) ri~ - ( 1~~){a ~m-a g f Yd6(aQn -m-n)
1 2 [(1-~d)B~Y(l~)][B~Y(1-6)l }.

Equilibrium values are the same as in sections 4 and 6. The same is true for
~

the partial equilibrium curve g- 0. In order to let ri vanish, the term in

brackets on the right-hand side of (79) has to be put equal to zero. Making

use of the equilibrium values, the partial equilibrium function may be repre-

sented as thé tangens measured from the equilibrium point:

( 80)
~- SO aYda~

a2[(lfd)B~r(1-8)J[B~Y(1-~)J '~ ~
~ ~o

Obviously, its slope is positive. Moreover it can be shown after some calcula-

tion that the slope will rise in the interval 0 ~ S c 1 if

(81) Y ~ (l~d )~(2}d )

is fulfilled. Otherwise one turning point will exist in the ínterval to be

calculated by

(82) s - tYI(lid~)(1"`()J-1I2~

The phase diagram will resemble more or less that of section 5(cf. Figure 2)
~

with n instead of n, of course. Also, the stability characteristícs of the

equilibrium point seem to be analogous to those in section 5.

Linearization of the system (31) and (79) leads to
~ - ,
g 0 aaSO

(83) - ~
.~ ~ (1-rt 0) aQYds 0

n -a 2 (1 ~ 0 ) [ (1 ~-d -Y )B O~Y l ~ (1 ~Y )S 0~1' J

a- ao

Using the same symbols for the analogous matrix elements as in section 5, we

can state

(84) A ~ 0
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which means that the equilibrium point is locally unstable. Whether the ex-
pression BC t(A~2)2 is positive or not depends on parameter magnitudes since
(A~2)2 is positive while BC is negative. Take the numerical parameters from
section 4 and add

y - 0,8 and

d - 1.

For this numerical example BC -~ (A~2)2 clearly is negative so that we obtain
the result of an expanding spiral i n the neighbourhood of the equilibrium
point.

8. Summary.

In the preceding sections various attempts have been presented to generalize
Goodwin's growth cycle model by taking different kinds of unemployment benefit
schemes into account. A rather fundamental restríction has been imposed by
assuming that the volume of payments to unemployed is always matched by ad-
justing contributions of workers andjor capitaiisLS to the required lcvel.

In some models the qualitative characteristics of Goodwin's solution are
preserved. This happens to be the case for the model of "internal solidarity
of workers", i.e. i f unemployment benefits are financed exclusively by re-
distribution of incomes from employed to unemployed workers and if this re-
distríbution has no repercussions on wage formation. If the growth rate of
wages i s made to depend on the contribution percentage which employed workers
have to pay from their gross wage, equilibrium values will be affected, but a
closed solution curve in the n,s-plane will still exist. The latter result
also holds true if capitalists' contributions form a constant percentage of
profits while workers' contribution percentage varies to preserve the funds
equilibrium (CAPUT).

The other models discussed don't give rise to closed solution curves and

display locally unstable equilibrium points. This has been demonstrated for

three apparently quite different cases: a) if capitalists' contributions cover

all funds requirements (CPB), b) if capitalists contribute proportionally to

the volume of workers' contributions (CS) and c) if internal redistribution

among workers trígger off repercussions on wage information such that the

growth rate of wages rises with a rise in the growth rate of workers' contri-
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bution percentage. These cases actually have in common that, in a boom, they

let accumulation and employment rise faster than gross profits. This is due to

the fact that accumulation is tied to net instead of gross profits while the

share of the former in the latter rises in a boom situation due to fall in

contribution payments necessary.

One general aspect of the obtained solutions should be emphasized: whenever

capitalists have to contribute directly, the net share of profits takes over

the role that the gross share played in Goodwin's model. While the equilibrium

value of the degree of unemployment remains the same, the net share of profits

takes on the value the gross share had in Goodwin's model. Thus the capita-

lists don't really pay because their equilibrium gross share of profits is

exactly that much higher compared to Goodwin's as to enable them to bear the

"burden" of contríbutions without being in fact worse off. Two things should

be remarked with regard to this result:

a) The political conclusion one might be tempted to draw, i.e. that to enforce

capítalists to pay unemployment funds contributions is futile, depends

heavily on whether capitalists may be rightly assumed to function as accu-

mulation machínes.
bj The existence of capitalist contributions may not affect the distribution

of income in equilibrium. Nevertheless, it may well do so duríng the cycli-

cal movement.

The series of models díscussed so far could be extended. For instance, reper-

cussions of institutional arrangements on wage bargaining could be paid more

attention to. Also, combinations of different schemes as well as variability

in payments regulations could be discussed. Furthermore, stability analyses in

the large would be desirable. Most of all, a loosening of the rigid budget

equilibrium restriction would make new insights possible. We could then ínves-

tigate whether funds disequílibria will perform the function of a built-in-

stabilizer in a Goodwin setting.
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Appendix.

How to Allow for Disequilibría of the Unemployment Funds?
The assumption of a balanced budget of the unemployment benefits

funds may be useful as a simplifying device but it ís clearly unrealistic.~

The same is true with regard to Goodwin's assumptions that while wages are

fully spent on consumption, profits are fully invested since these assumptions

preclude the possibility of excess demand or supply.

Of course, both aspects are related. Suppose, we specify an invest-

ment and~or a consumption function which allow aggregate demand to differ from

aggregate production. Moreover, suppose that some mechanism of adjustment of

production on demand is established. Then we would be able to study Keynesían

multiplier processes in a Goodwin setting. Disequilibria of government budgets

or of the unemployment disequilibrium funds could be allowed to influence

aggregate demand and to exercise positive or negative impulses on the level or

rather the rate of growth of production in very much the same way.
Unfortunately, the addltiOn Oi dn ad justTieilt m2C'.:.~.nis~! Seemg tn

involve an extension of Goodwín's system of two differential equations to a

system of three which complicates the mathematical analysís substantially.

In order to avoid these diffículties, we have presented an alter-

native approach in earlier papers~~ based on an idea of Domar's well-known

seminal article on growth theory~~~. In this approach, savings and investments

are specífied by independent functíons but an instantaneous product-market

equilibrium is imposed. Thís means that production reacts on demand without

any lag. Of course, this is unrealistic, too. But as the equilibrium condition

~`This does not mean to say that contributions to or payments out of the funds
are not liable to "corrections" which are desígned to restore equilibrium.
Contributions from wages were raised from 4,0 to 4,6 percent in West-Germany
and from 3,1 to 4,3 percent in the Netherlands with the beginníng of 1983. At
the same time contributions from capitalists (enterprises) have been reduced
from 1,4~ to zero in the Netherlands, thereby introducing a system of "in-
ternal solidarity".

~~ Cf. Glombowski, J., Ein uberakkumulationstheoretisches Modell zyklischen
Wachstums mit variabler Kapazit~tsauslastung, in: Berger, J. e.a., Alternative
Wirtschaftspolitik, Argument - Sonderband AS35, Berlin 1979, pp. 135-148 und
Glombowski, J. Kruger, M., Determinanten der Akkumulationsdynamik bei Harrod
und Marx; Diskussionsbeitrgge zur Politischen Dkonomie Nr. 30, May 1981.

~`~~ Domar, E.D., Capital Expansion, Rate of Growth, and Employment, Econome-
trica 14~1946, pp. 137-147.
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serves to determine the actual level of production (equal to demand) while

capacity output is determined by the capital stock and capital productivity,

this approch entails an endogenous determination of capacity utilization.

Thus, it is at least able to reflect one of two distinct aspects of the gene-

ral realisation problem, i.e. the difference between potential and actual

output, while the second one, the dífference between actual output and actual

demand, cannot be covered.
We suggest to use this approach for the analysis of unemployment

benefit schemes, too. In this case, the equilibrium condition between output

and demand or between savings and investments, respectively, would have to be

replaced by the conàítion that savíngs equal investments plus the deficit of
~~~~

the unemployment funds . Moreover, the gross profít share which in the

articles mentioned above has been assumed to be an argument of both, the

savings and the investment functíons, must be replaced by the net profit share

in case capitalists contribute to the unemployment funds.

The approach sketched so far can be shown to give rise to systems of
~

two differential equations in n and g. We have not had the time yet to

analyze the various cases but we hope to be prepared to report on this on the

Siena workshop in March.

~~~~ If savings are defined as income (output) minus consumption out o net
wages and net profits minus contributíons to the unemployment funds.
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